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Shorts of operators and some extremal problems 
E. L. PEKAREV 
0. Introduction 
Let J(? be a Hilbert space, i f its closed subspace, and A a non-negative oper-
ator in As M. G. KREIN [1] showed, the set of operators 
contains a maximum element, denoted by Ax and called the short of A to HP: 
The properties of the correspondence A>-*A# were studied in detail in [2] 
and found various applications to the theory of characteristic operator-functions 
[3,4], electrical networks [5, 6], Lebesgue decomposition of nonnegative operators 
and positive definite operator-functions [7—9], operator means [10] and other prob-
lems. The notion of short was generalized to the case of non-closed i f , which is 
the range of a bounded operator, and it became clear that shorting is closely con-
nected with the operation of parallel addition arising in the theory of electrical 
networks and with its inverse operation, parallel subtraction. 
A recent work of S. L. ERIKSSON and LEUTWILLER [13], related to parallel addi-
tion, indicates essential connection between shorts and extreme points of some set 
of operators. In the present note we continue the study of this connection, and also 
give proofs to some assertions, announced earlier in [12, 14]. 
For Hilbert spaces <$, Jf , let us denote by Jf ) the class of all bounded 
linear operators from <$ to JC. For i f c.?f and tf), we denote by 
T - ^ i c ^ ) the preimage of i f under T, Jr(T) = T~l{0} and 9l(T) = T$. When 
we shall write Jf). The class of all non-negative operators 
in is denoted by 38+ (¿e). 
Received March 7, 1990. 
(0.1) X(A, &) = {X: 0 s X s A , 0i(X) a i f } 
(0.2) Az = max 3C(A, i f ) . 
10« 
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1. Shorts and complements 
Let IS, tf be Hilbert spaces, T an operator JP). In ac-
cordance with [11] let 
{Jf}T = {A£a+(X): MiA1'2) 3 ®(T)}. 
[G T*~\ j ¿ for some 
G£39+(<&). If A£{Ji?}T, then among those G£38+(&) there is a minimum, called 
the complement of A relative to T denoted by AT. Namely, AT — WW*, where the 
operator <§) is uniquely determined by the condition 
(1.1) WAl!* = T*, Jf(W) zd^(A). 
If is invertible, then A£{yf}T for any and AT = 
= T*A~1T. In the general case by [2] the following identity is fulfilled 
(1.2) (ATg, g) = sup {(Tg, h) + (T* h, g) - (Ah, h)} = sup • 
híJír hZ>? (A"> " ) 
The class and the complement GTt€&+(Jf) are defined correspondingly. 
The mappings A^-Ar and G>-~GTt define a Galois correspondence between the 
classes and (if in these classes the order relations are defined inversely 
to the usual ones) [11]. This gives rise to a closure operations A<-*(AT)Tt^yT(A) 
and G<-+(GT,)T=yTt(G) in { j f } r and respectively. These operations are 
monotone in their respective classes. Thus if, for instance, A1 and A2£ {Jif}r and 
A^A2, then yT(A1)^yT(A2). Besides, for any A£{j>i?}T (G£{&}T*) we have 
yT(A)^A( y r , (G)sG). In case A—yT(A) (G—yT*(G)), then the operator A(G) is 
called T-closed (T*-closed). The class of T-closed (r*-closed) operators is denoted 
by [3f]T {№t*)-
The proof of the following theorem is found in [11]. 
Theorem 1.1. In order that an operator belongs to it is ne-
cessary and sufficient that the equality A~1!23%(T) = yP holds. 
Theorem 1.2. If 3%(T1)=@(T2), then W r , = M T , and 
yTl(A)=yTt(A) forany A£{J?}Ti. 
Proof. Since for any operator T 
( j f } T = {A£2$+(,?f): ¡%(A1,V) => 3t(T)}, 
{ j f } r ={^f}T j whenever á?(7,1)=á?(7^). Now it follows easily from the preceding 
proposition that [3^]T=[3^]TT. Then yTt(yTl(A))=yTt(A) for any A£{JÍ?}t¡, 
hence yT¡(A)^A implies yTt(A)=yTi(A). Exchanging the roles of 7{ and T2, we 
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have yTi(A)~yTi(A). Thus for any A€{J^}Tl the expected equality yTi(A) = 
=yTl(A) is satisfied. 
Corollary. If and |T*| = (7T*)1/2, then {*}t={X}\T*\ 
and yT(A)=yiTtl(A) for any A€{jf?}r. 
In many occasions it is convenient to use the following formula, established 
in [11]. 
(1.3) yT(A) = A1,2Pj(A1/2 (Ae{<r}T), 
where PM is the orthogonal projection to the subspace Jt—A~ll2&t(T). 
Suppose that there is given an operator range i f , that is, the range of a bounded 
operator. In view of Theorem 1.2 it is possible to define the classes 
and the operation y^(A). More precisely, if i?=.i2(T) for TdSS^S, j f ) with 
some <3, then let W ] s ! = W } T , y^(A)=yr(A) for Ae{M>}T. 
Formula (1.3) is written in the form 
(1.4) y^A) = A^P^A1'2 for A 
where PM is the orthogonal projection to the subspace Jt=A~1/2£f 
Remark that an operator range 3!x is contained in i f , i f j C i f ( c^f ) , then 
{ J ^ h d i ^ } ^ and for by (1,4), 
(1-5) yxM) ^ y&(A). 
Theorem 1.3. Let i f c i^ f be an operator range, and Then y#(A) 
is a maximum element of the set 
(i.6) se0(A,se) = {X: O^X^A,x-x>2se = 
In particular, if i f = i f , then y#(A) is also a maximum element in the set (0.1). 
Proof. Remark that if XdSC^A, i f ) then Xf^0(A, i f j too, where ifx== 
=^(X 1 / 2 )Di f is also an operator range (see [15]). Here and further 
more XelJf]^, because I F ^ F ^ t f . Therefore X=y^(X)^y S i (A) because 
of the monotoneness of and it follows from (1.5) that X^ yy(A). Together 
with y^>(A)(e[^]), by Theorem 1.1, (A, i f ) contains 
y*(A) = max&0(A, i f) . 
Suppose, in particular, that i f = i f . Then we have by (1.4) 
®(y#(A)) c m(yseiAf'2) = ®(A^PJt) c if, 
hence yz(A)d 9C(A, i f) . Since obviously ST {A, y)<z&0(A, i f) , y^(A) is a maximum 
operator in 2£(A, i f ) , what is to prove. 
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Now consider an arbitrary operator range i f c . ? f and an arbitrary operator 
not supposing With Jg^=J2f D@(A1 / 2) , we have A£ {¿V}^ 
and &0(A, &)=SC0(A, if,). Therefore according to Theorem 1.3 the set &0(A, i f ) 
has a maximum element max ¿£0(A, S^)—yXi(A). As in Theorem 1.3 it is not difficult 
to see that if l £ = S e then max 3T0(A, i f ) = m a x SC(A, i f ) . 
In accordance with (0.2) let us introduce 
D e f i n i t i o n [12]. The short of an operator ( J f ) to an operator range 
i f c . ? f is the operator, defined by the relation 
(1.7) Ax = max&0(A, i f ) . 
Since AJ?=ySfi(A) with i f x = i f D^(A1/S), by (1.4) we have immediatley the 
following representation: 
Theorem 1.4. If and i f is an operator range c ^ f , then 
(1.8) Aa = AWPjtA1!* 
where PM is the orthogonal projection to the subspace Jl=A~1/2£C. 
Corol lary 1. (A%^(AX)2 . 
In fact, let J l J i ^ — A ^ S S , and PM and PM the orthogonal projec-
tions to Jt and Jtx, respectively. If then Ag£&, and AV2g£A~v2^aJi. 
Therefore PM A1'2(I-PM)=0 and for any /ig^f we have the inequality \\PM A1/2h\\ = 
= IIAY2(/-PJH\\ + IIPJT,Av*PJM ||All2PMh\\. This implies that A^P^A1'2^ 
= pMa pM> and hence AP^A^A^P^AP^^ 1 ' 2 . The last inequality means, by 
Theorem 1.4, that (A%^(A^,)2. 
Corol lary 2. Ax=A3i if and only if ^ - 1 / 2 ^ = ^ - 1 / 2 ^ In particular, 
A<e=A-z if and only if A~1/2£'=A-1l2&. 
It is easy to construct an example in which the last equality does not take place 
In fact, if = and h0^{A1/2), let & = {A1'2h: h i t f , h±h0} to 
get h o ± A = ^ . Then as 
Clearly if j S ? = ^ ( c j f ) , Ae®+ (3?) and i ? ' = ^ f © i f , then with respect to 
the orthogonal decomposition ¿P = i f © i ? ' , we have a matrix representation of 
operators 
where A0=A11—(A22)ai1, hence by (1.2) 
(1.9) (A*h,h)= mf(A(h+g),h + g) (h€JT). 
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In concluding this section, remark that in case i f = i f . the operator 
A^(=max 3i(A, i f ) = max ¿F0(A, i f ) ) becomes, obviously, the maximum in the set 
(1.10) 3C\A, i f ) = {X: 0 s X s A , « ( . X c i f } 
(because ST (A, £C)=S:(A, i f ) incase £C = 1?.) If i f as shown in the fol-
lowing section, the sets (0.1) and (1.10) do not contain maximum elements in general. 
2. Short, parallel addition and parallel subtraction 
In the theory of electrical network the parallel sum of invertible operators 
(matrices) A and B corresponding to the impedances of branches of the network, 
is the operator A:B=(A~1+B ~1)~1, which becomes the impedance of the parallel 
connection of those branches. When A and B are non-negative, their parallel sum is 
suitably defined [16, 5, 11]*). 
Let be a Hilbert space, and A, The operator 
acting on the space belongs to so that A+B£{J^}a and 
A^(A+B)a. 
Def in i t i on [5, 11]. The operator 
(2.2) A:B = A — (A+B)a ( s O ) 
is called the parallel sum of A and B. 
It is clear that if A and B are invertible then 
A:B = A-A(A + B)~XA = A(A + B)~xB = + 
Since the short of the operator A in (2.1) to the first component J? coincides 
with ^ ¿ ^ QJ> we have from (1.9) 
(2.3) ((A: B ) f , f ) = inf {(Ag, g) + (.Bh, h)}. 
g, ntir 
g+h=f 
*) Remark that in a number of papers the operation of parallel addition is extended to a 
wider class of operators, in particular, to a class of non-linear operators [17, 18, 19]. 
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The following properties of parallel sum follow easily from (2.2) and (2.3) (see, 
for instance [5, 6], and also [11]): 
(2.4) . A:B = B:A, (A:B):C = A:(B:C) 
(2.5) C(A: B)C =§ (CAC): (CBC) 
(2.6) (A + B):(C + D) s? A:C + B:C 
(2.7) A J A, BJB~ A„:B„lA:B 
(2.8) ((A: B)1'2) = 91 (A1*2) fl 3k (B1'2). 
All operators in (2.4)—(2.8) are assumed non-negative. Notice that without 
any additional condition in (2.5) equality sign may not occur even in the two dimen-
sional case. 
Example. Let "J an<^ f ] w ^ e r e 0<a, /J<1, a^J? and 
C=Jq ¡J . Then equality sign does not occur in (2.5), because 
where A =det (A + B)=4—(a + P)2. 
Lemma 1. If A,B,C£38+(3V), and 3i(A)+3l(B)<z3$(C), then 
C(A:B)C = (CAC): (CBC). 
Proof. With Se=m(C) and h'=Cli, using formula (2.3) we have 
((CAC):(CBC)f,/) = mf {(AC(f-h),C(f-h)) + (BCh,Ch)} = 
= mf {(A(Cf- h'), Cf-h') + (BW, h')}. 
The infimum does not change even if <£ is replaced by i f . On the other hand, put-
ting g-h'+h", where h' runs over and h" over ^ © i f , since Ah" = Bh" = 0, 
we have 
(C(A:B)Cf,f) = M{(A(Cf-g), Cf—g) + (Bg, g)} = 
= in! {{A (Cf- h'), C f - h') + (Bh', //)}. 
h'tse 
This completes the proof. 
Remark that all operators in (2.7) are invertible then convergence from above 
can be changed to convergence from below, though this is not the case in general. 
At the same time parallel sum becomes a non-decreasing function of "summands", 
and 0^A:B^A,B. Hence for any non-decreasing sequences {An}, {Bn}c3S+ (J?) 
the sequence (A„\B„} is also non-decreasing, and if one of the given sequences is 
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bounded, then a limit lim A„:B„ exists. Supposing that An, Bn («=1,2, . . . ) are n 
invertible, let Alim A'1, Bm = lim B'1. Then it is clear that tt-*- O© lt-+00 
Let the sequence {A„\ be bounded and A= lim A„(=AZ1)- Then 
Aa:Bn = AB-A„(A„ + B„)-1A„-^ A-A(A„:B„)A 
and by Lemma 2.1 
lim A„:B„ = A-A:(AB„A). 
n -»-00 
It follows, in particular, that with A„—A and Bn—nB 
lim A'.nB—A 
for any invertible Here the last equality is obvioualy satisfied for any 
A£38+ (Jif), because 
A:nB = A-ACA + nB)-^ and (A + nB)-1 jO. 
For a non-invertible operator ( j f ) the following assertion is valid 
(see [12, 21]): 
Theorem 2.2. If A, (J^), then C— lim A:nB is a minimum non-negative 
It-*- o© 
solution of the equation X:B=A:B. 
Recall that if B, S^+W), then the equation X:B=S with unknowr 
has a solution exactly when B—S£[3f]B, and in this case there exists a t 
minimum solution. 
Definit ion [11]. The minimum solution of the equation X:B=S is called 
the parallel difference of operators S and B, and is denoted by S+B. 
We can prove that 
(2.9) S+B = (B-S)b~B = (B-S)s + S, 
hence by (1.2) we have 
(2.10) ((S+B)f,f)= sup{(S(f+g),f+g)-(Bg,g)} (v/€JT). 
et *e 
It is clear that if operator B—S is continuously invertible then Theorem 1.1 im-
plies that the parallel difference S -=- B exists, and by (2.9) 
S + B = BiB-S^B-B = B(B-S)-15. 
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Let us cite, for completeness, some properties of parallel subtraction, proved 
in [11] (provided that parallel subtraction in question exists): 
S S2, 5] G IJ ^ SI-RI, & S2 -I- B2 
S = A:B=> S+(S+B) = S+A 
S = A:B=>(S+B):(S + A) = S 
S.\S, AulA=>Sa + AmtS + A 
Given let JI(S) denote the class of those for which 
the equation A:X=S is solvable. When twice applied, the mapping A^—S + A 
defines a Galois correspondence between M(S) and J/(S): s-(S + A) = gS(A). 
Since B-S=(A+B)B for A:B=S, by (2.9) we have 
(2.11) es(A) = yB(A + B)-B. 
Remark that if AdJi(S), then A:B=S for some hence by 
Theorem 2.2 
= S+B = lim A -.nB. 
On the other hand 
A-.nB = -JL-iA.Cn-VA-.Cn-DB} =-JL-{A:(n-l)S\, 
and letting we have 
8S(A) = lim A:NS. 
n—-oo 
An operator A£Jf(S) is called Qs-closed if gs(A)=A; the set of all qs -closed 
operators will be denoted by J([S]. For an operator A£Jf(S) the following three 
conditions are equivalent [11]; 
(2.12) A <*A-se[jf]s<* A-wacs1") = j f . 
Notice further that the following conditions are equivalent; 
(2.13) A£Jt[S] A+B$\tf]B <=> A+BS[3t\gj*. 
Now let us cite an assertion, proved in [12]. 
Theorem 2.3. Given ( J f ) , let Ax be its short to an operator range 
g a t f . Then A#=(A:L) + L for any such that <%(Z,1/2)=if. 
Applying to this representation of a short the expression (2.10) for parallel 
subtraction and (2.3) for parallel addition, we obtain 
Corollary. Under the assumptions of the theorem 
(Axft f ) = sup inf {(Lh, h)-(Lg, g) + (A(/+ g+h),f+g+h)} (V/€*) . 
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Comparison of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 leads to the identity, first proved in [7] 
(2.14) Aa = Jim A\nL (£? = 01 (L1'2)). 
If S—A\L, then clearly 
(2.15) AG. = QS(A) = lim A:nS. 
The following properties of short operation to an operator range follows im-
mediately from definition (1.7) and relation (2.14): 
1. A<e 3 A; 2. (<xA)z = <xA#; 3. (A<e)se = Ase\ 
4. (A+B)# s Ax + Bx; 5. (A:B)? AX\BS s A#:B, A:BZ. 
In view of [5] if i f = i f equality sign occurs in the last part. But if i f ^ i f , equality 
sign may break down. In fact, let < £ A = I , B^O and 8T(BV*)flif={0}. 
Then (A:B)X=AX:BX=A:BX=0, but ^ : 5 = J 5 ( / + 5 ) - M 0 . 
It is known [2] that when i f is a closed subspace then A M implies (AJ^iA^,. 
This property breaks down when i f is a non-closed operator range. We can only 
assert the following 
AJA =>A#s lim (An)# s A 
In fact, since clearly (An)^(A„)^, letting a—°° in the inequalities 
A:«L ^ A„:aL ^ (A„)x 
where such that ^(L 1 / 2 )= i f , we have 
It remains to remark that the sequence {{A„)x} monotonely decreases and lim (A„)x = 
If ASy£Aig (as in the example for Corollary 2 to Theorem 1.4), then putting 
A„=A+—I («=1,2 , . . . ) we have 
n 
AJA, = 
(shorts of an invertible operator to i f and i f coincide because of formule (1.8)). 
Therefore, in the present case lim (A„) x =Av^A x . 
Remark that if ifjiDif., then and nXt=(A#)#M. It follows easily 
from this that {lim (A n ) x } x =A x . 
In view of [5], for any closed subspaces i f j and if2 the following identity holds 
Asftnsf, = (•¿srjjr, • 
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For non-closed JSfj, if2 this m a y break down. For instance, if JSf1flif2 = {0}, 
= if2=.?f (examples of such operator ranges can be seen in [15]) and A—I, then 
but ( A X ) X = I . 
In the case of arbitrary operator ranges i?i=M{L\12) (/ — 1, 2) it follows from 
the inequalities 
A.rt{L1:L2) = {A-.nLJ'.nLz s A^-.nL, ^ (A^)^ 
that A# Further we have 
(2.16) A W i s 2 ( A ^ : A ^ ) . 
In fact, denote by f l 5 P2 and P the orthoprojections to the subspaces , 
A~1/2if2 and A~1/2(jSfjflifa) respectively. Since 2(Pl:P2) becomes the orthoprojec-
tion to the intersection of the subspaces A'1'2^ and A~1/2SC2 and . ¿ - 1 / 2 ( i f i n i f 2 ) c 
c A - ^ ^ C i A - 1 ' 2 ^ , we have 
PS2(P1:P2). 
Multiplying both sides of this inequality by A1'2 from left and right, we have in-
equality (2.16) by Theorem 1.4 and Lemma 2.1. Here in (2.16) equality sign can 
occur exactly when A~xl2{SexC\ ^ ^ A - ^ ^ H A - 1 ' 2 ^ . In particular, it is the case 
when ¡¡£x and if2 are closed. 
On the other hand, it is easy to construct an example in which one of operator 
ranges ifx and if2 is non-closed and A S i n ^ ^ 2(A^:A^). In fact, if 
and , then with a dense operator range J l ^ ^ C and any oper-
ator range such that MYV\Ji2={ 0}, let Se^^Ji-, (¿=1, 2). Then clearly 
P=0 but 2(P1:P2) is the orthoprojection to j72 ^{0}. 
In concluding this section let us show that if an operator range i f is non-closed 
then the sets (0.1) and (1.10) cannot posses maximum elements. To this end, let us 
consider the example, used earlier in [11]]. 
Let A be an operator on Jf, O^A^I, for which 1 is a continuous spectrum, 
and B=I-A. Then with S=A:£=A(f-A), by (2.13) A£J/[S], With <£=M(BV\ 
by (2.12) we see that A — Ag = iirri A: nB. According to the definition of the sets 
(0.1) and (1.10) we have for all n= 1, 2, ... 
A\nB^{A, i f ) f l i f ) , 
so that ^(A:nB)c^((A:nB)1/2)cz£C. Therefore if C (resp. C') is the maximum 
operator in SC(A, i f ) (resp. 3C\A, if)), then A= lim A:nB^C (resp. C ) , hence 
A=C (resp. CO- But the equality A=C implies that @{A)<z3t{Bll2)c:@(SV2), 
that is, for some X >0, A2sAA(l-A). Thus 1+A) - 1 / , which contradicts that 
1 is a continuous spectrum of A. Impossibility of the equality A=C' is proved in 
an analogous way. 
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3. Short and extreme points 
In the theory of characteristic operator functions, on studying completely non-
regular factorizations the description of solutions of the following equation plays a 
basic role; 
(3.1) (A-X):(B + X) = 0 (A,B^+(JÍT),OsXsA). 
Formulas for this problem were announced in [14, 12]. In this section, together with 
the proofs of those formulas, we shall present, as a consequence, some propositions, 
related to extreme point of some convex sets of non-negative operators in a Hil-
bert space. In particular, short to an operator range is interpreted as an extreme 
point. 
In analogy to the scalar case an operator interval [B, C] ( 0 S f i g C ) will mean 
the set 
[B, C] = {XeM+^y, 5 s X s C}. 
The class of all solutions of equation (3.1) will be denoted by £(A,B)(<z[0 A]). 
Theorem 3.1. Let A,B£@+(J(?) and S=A:B. Then 
1) an operator ^€[0, A] becomes a solution of equation (3.1) exactly when it 
admits a representation 
(3.2) X = (A + B)1I2P(A + Bf\2 - B, 
where P is an orthoprojection to a subspace of &(A + B); 
2) the operator X0=gs(A) is a minimum solution of equation (3.1). 
Proof. 1) In fact, if A"€[0, A], by definition of parallel sum (2.2) 
(A-X):(B*+ X) = B + X-(A + B)b+x. 
Therefore if X£#(A, B), then 
(3.3) B + X= coo)*, 
where according to (1.1) an operator co is uniquely defined by the conditions B+X— 
=o)(A+By/2, rfifo^JíiA+B). 
Let co* = W(o)(o*)1/2 be the polar representation of a)*; here If is a partial 
isometry with initial space 3?(a>) and final space &(f¥)=.<%(a>*) (cr 3i(A + B)). It 
follows from the equality coo)*=co(A+B)1/2 that 
coco* = (cuco*)1'2 W* (A + B)1/2, 
and since á?(cu*)cá?(co), (coco*)x/2=IV*(A+By2. Hence a)* = JV(a)0)*y/2= 
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= WW * (A+B)1/2, and consequently 
X = co(o*-B = (A+B)1/2 P(A + B)l/2 — B, 
where P is the orthoprojection to &(W). 
Conversely, if X£ 38+ (J?) is represented in the form (3.2), then clearly XSA, 
and since 
B + X = (A + B)1'2 P(A + B)1'2, JR((A + B)1'2 P) c JF(A + B), 
by (1.1) we have (A+B)B+X=B+X. Thus (A-X)\(B+X)=0. 
2) It remains to prove that X0=gs(A) is a minimum solution of equation 
(3.1). For this, remark first that if X£S{A,B) then by (3.3) Borneo*, where, as 
clarified in the first part of the proof, a>=(A+B)1,2P. Then by [20] there is a con-
traction V for which 
B1'2 = Vco* = VP (A + B)1/2. 
Since here Jr(B1/2VP)z)Jr((A+B)1'2), we have 
(3.4) (A + B)B = B1'2VPV*B1'2. 
On the other hand, by (3.3) again 
B = B1'2 Vco* = B1'2 VW(B + X)1'2, 
and since Jr(W)=Jr(coco*)=Jr{B-(-*), we have 
(3.5) ( X + B)B = B1'2VWW*V*B1'2 = B1/2VPV*B1'2. 
Now we obtain from (3.4) and (3.5) 
X\B = B-(B + X)B = B-(A + B)b = A:B. 
This implies that if Xi£(A,B) then X^gs(A). But by (2.1) and (1.3) we have 
Bs(A) = yB(A + B)-B = (A + B)1/2 Pj( (A 4- B)1/2 — B, 
where PM is the orthoprojection to the subspace JI=(A+B)~^23K (B) D &(A+B). 
Thus Qs(A) admits a representation of the form (3.2), hence by 1) QS(A)£$(A, B). 
Thus QS(A)=Min $(A,B), which is to prove. 
Corol lary 1. If X=aX1+(l-a)X2£S'(A, B), where Xx,X£38+{je\ 0 « x < 
<1, then X1=X2£<S'(A,B). 
If fact, according to inequality (2.6) 
(A-X):(B + X) = {a(A- XJ + (I -ct)(A -X2)}:{a(B + j^) + (1 - a)(5 + X2)} ^ 
^ 0L(A-X1):{B + Xl) + (\-a)(A-X2y.{B + X2). 
Therefore if X£S(A, B), then X1, X2i<${A,B). Denoting by P, and P2 the 
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orthoprojections, corresponding to X, Xx and X2 in (3.2) respectively, we have 
P = aii + (l —a)P2, 
clearly this last equality is possible only when P=PX=P2, hence X=Xx=X2. 
Corollary 2. If 3PA denotes the class of all orthoprojections to subspaces of 
M(A), then 
(3.6) g{A, 0) = {X£[0, A]: X = A1'2PA1'2, Pd3?A}. 
Recall that X is called an extreme point of a convex set Sf, if the relation 
X=*X1 + (l-x)X2 
where Xx, X2£y, 0 < a < 1, is possible only when Xx=X2=X. The class of all 
extreme points a set Sf is denoted by ex £P. 
Corollary 3. <S(A, 0)=ex[0, A]. 
In fact, if X$L$(A, 0) and X=aX1+(l-x)X2, where Xx, ^€[0 , A], 0 < « < 1 , 
then by Corollary 1 Xx=X2=X, that is, X£ex[0,Al If X^(A, 0), then X^Xx = 
sX+(A-X):Xd[0,A],X^X2=X-{A-Xy.Xd[0,A] and X=~{Xx+X2), so that 
X$ex [0, A], 2 
Remark. The relation <${A, 0)=ex [0, A] is found in [13], where it is proved 
in essence that if Xx, X2£ex [0, A] then 2(Xx:X2)£ex [0, A], This follows also from 
Corollary 2 by Lemma 2.1, because 
2(Xx:X2) = 2((A1'2P1A1'2):(A1'2P2A1'2)) = A1l2(2(P1:P2))A1'2 = A^P^A1'2, 
where Px and P2 are the orthoprojections corresponding to Xx and X2 through (3.6), 
while PM is the orthoprojection to the subspace Jl=3&(P^)C\ 01(P2). 
Let A, BE 33 + ( X ) and C=A+B. Remark that X£EX[B, C] exactly then 
X-B£QX [0, A] thus by Corollaries 2 and 3 to Theorem 3.1 
(3.7) e x [ 0 , A] = {X£33+ ( j f ) : X = A1'2PA1'2, P ^ A ) 
hence 
(3.8) ex [B, C] = {X£33+ ( J f ) : X = A1'2PA1'2 + B, P£0>A}. 
Obviously ex [B, C] contains all points of ex [0, C] in [B, C], The converse 
is not true, if B$ex [0, C]. Relation (3.8) implies that in this case ex [.B, C] con-
tains, together with B, other points not belonging to ex [0, C]. 
Indeed, in the contrary case, taking a sequence {P„}cz0>A such that 
( « - « ) , we have a sequence {Q„}a3?c for which 
A1/2PnA1/2+B = C1/2QnC1/2 (n = 1, 2, ...). 
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Since there exists a limit 0 = '<m Q„, and B=C1/2QC1'2 (Qe&c), hence B£ex [0, C], / 1 — o o 
contradicting the assumption. 
Theorem 3.2. Let B£[0, C] Then ex [B, C]cex [0, C] exactly 
when 2?£ex [0, C]. 
Proof. Since always B£ex[B,C], it suffices to consider the case ex [0, C]. 
With A=C-B, remark that since ex [0, C]=S(C, 0) we have A:B=(C-B):B=0. 
Thus by (2.8) 
MIA^D^IB1'2) = M{{A\BF'2) = {0}. 
Then, with £E=M(BLT2), for any P£&A 
ST ((A - A1'2 PA1'2)1'2) F1£ ((A1'2 PA1'2 + B)1'2) = 
= ^(A1'2(\-PJ)C)(3I(A1'2P) + £E) = {0}, hence 
( A - A ^ P A ^ y . i B + A ^ P A 1 ' 2 ) = 0. 
Since this relation means that each operator X=A1/2PA1/2+B is contained in 
8{C, 0)(P€0>A). Therefore in view of (3.8) we can conclude that ex [B, C]c=ex [0, C], 
what is to prove. 
Remark. Let A, and C^A+B. Then fi€ex[0, C] if and only 
if ^4£ex[0, C]. In this case it follows from the already proved fact and relation 
(3.8) that ex [0, A]czex [0, C]. In other words, if A=C1/2PC112 ( .P£& C ) and 
X=A1'2XA1'2=A1'2QAV2 (Q£0>A), then X=C1/2RC1/2 for some 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that there are given an operator and an 
operator range J S f c ^ f . Jf J5? = <%CB1/2) then 
Ase = min {ex [0, A+B] D ex [B, A + £]} - B. 
Proof. In view of (3.7) and (3.8) 
X£ex [0, A + B\ Pi ex [B, A + B] 
if and only if there are representations 
X = (A + B)1I2P(A + B)112 = A1/2P' A1'2 + B, 
where PZ&a+b and P'£3?A. Here P, which runs over all admissible elements of 
c a n attain a minimum value for the operator 
X - B = (A + B)1'2 P(A + B)1'2 - B. 
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In view of Theorem 3.1 this minimum value exists and coincides with gs(A) (S—A:B) 
XMM-B = Qs{A). 
On the other hand, by (2.15) A#=QS(A). This proves the theorem. 
It is easy to see that if A£@+(3V) and ¿¿,=3$(B1'2)=3l(B\'2), where 
B, then equations (A-X):(B+X)=0 and (A-X):(B1+X)=0 are 
equivalent. Thus their solutions, determined by A and i f , will be denoted by 
£{A, <?){=g{A, B)=*{A, 
Theorem 3.4. For an operator and an operator range i f c ^ f 
the following relation holds 
<S{A, ££) = e x [ A Z , A \ . 
Proof. Indeed, if X£$(A, and 2>=3i(B1'2) then 
(A-X):X^(A-x):(B + X) = 0, 
hence X€ex[0, A], But by Theorem3.1 we have X£[A#,A], hence X£ex[A#,A]. 
Suppose, conversely, that [A#, A]. Since by (1.8) Ay=A1/2PJiA1/2, where 
PM is the orthoprojection to the subspace Ji=A~x/2y, we have Ax£ex[0,A] and 
by Theorem 3.2 ex \AX, ^ ]cex [0, A]. Thus XCex [0, A], that is, (A-X):X=0. 
But by (2.8) this relation means that 
(3.9) 3t ((A - X)1'2) 0 ^(X1'2) = {0}. 
Further, it follows from the relations 
As S i s A(B&+(Jr), @(B112) = Se) 
that 
0t(Axl2)P\ffl{B112) c MCA1/) c 31 {X1'2) c ^(A1'2). 
Now it is clear that (A~X):(B+X)=0, since 
^ ( ( A - X y / ^ n ^ d B + X) 1 ' 2 ) = {0}. 
In fact, if for some f g, h ^ f f 
(A - xy>2f = B1'2g+X1'2h, 
then B ^ g i M i A ^ n m i B ^ c B t i X 1 ! * ) and by (3.9) (A-X)1/2f=0. This com-
pletes the proof. 
Remark. If X£[0, A], then @(X)<z@(Xll2)c:3i(Avi), that is, Ae{jf}x and 
by definition of parallel sum (2.2) (A—X):X=X— Ax. Consequently, [0, A] 
exactly when X—Ax. For invertible A this condition (X=XA~XX) is found in 
n 
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[13], in which there is proved that 
A ^ e x [ 0 , A]*>DAX = X, 
where by definition 
DAX= sup a n d QFX = supX:l-A. 
A=»0 T- A / 
Remark, in this connection, that there follows from Proposition 6.2 of [13] and 
formula (1.2) the relation DAX—AX, valid for all X in the domain of definition of 
DA, namely under the condition AD{3F}X. 
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